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N(lto: Ansu,er florn Both the Section ns Dircctctl. Tht'Figures in the right-hand rnargin inclicate marks

Q.1

Q.3

ot

Sectio n(A)

1. Give example of a subring of Notherian ring which is not Notherian

2. Construct Splitting field over Q for (x"-f;

Every finitely generated module is a homomorphic imag eof
Defie n primitive polynomialwith example.

Sta te Knonecke r theorem.
Write the algebraic closure of R.

b Rtfai nornt.el. ouer R?

Find [C:R] C set of complex numbers and R set of real numbers

State fundamental theorem of algebra.

Define lJ'P rrrna ry N/lodule.
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a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

Define finilelty generated modules.

Deine reducibility of a polynomial is any field.

Discuss the reducibility of xa + B e Q(x),ouer Q

Find the degree of a(tO,,tZ) over Q.

Define normal extension with example.

Scction(B)

a) Prove that in any finite field any element can be written as the Sum of two Squares

b) Find 6, such that O("D,"8) : Q@)
OR

a. Prove that a finfite extension of a finite field is separable.

b. Let R be a noetherian integral domain then show that for all C + 0,C e R, Rc is Large

a) Let F be a field of Characteristic

+ Z.let x2 a e
Fl,xl be an irreducible TtolynintiaL ou er F then f i"nd its Goloes group,what is tlre order of

G a lois group .



b) Find Conditions on a and b such that the splitting field of
x3 + ax + b e Q(x) hos deglree of extension3 ouer Q.
OR

a. Find dimension of Q(a) over e(b) Where ,r: "T' anclbreaLpartol eTi
b. Show that every principal left ideal in an integral domain R with unity is free as a left R-

N4odule

Q.s

a) Prove that Hom,(Q,Q) :N Q

b) Find generators for the multiplicative Broups of field with L3 elements.
Ur

a. Find the galoes group ofxa - 3 e 0(x).
b. Give example of a ring which is not left noetherian but right noetherian with explaination

Q.6

a) Showthat 7 : @ Ii=rRxi whcrex, : (1,0,0),xr= = (1,1,0),x., - (1,1,1)andV -
R3 is a vector spvace ovcr R.

b) Find subgroup of order 4 and their fixed field if E is the splitting field of xa - 2 e Q(x) over Q

Q.7

a) Show that R is artinian but not noetherian.

b) Fincl the Smallest extension of e having a root of xa - 5 e Q(x)

OR

a. Show t hat
7

x1_ is a contpletely red.ucible Z - moduLe f'or two dtstirtct primes p andm
b. Find rankof linearmapping0:Ra + R3 if @(a,h,c,d): (Za- b * 3c + tl,a_Bb j_

6c +Bd,a+2b -Zcl))


